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Mexican Fast Food
something is not healthy, like in
some fast-food restaurants we
already know. Tortas use only
fresh ingredients, with some of
the ingredients cooked before,
such as meat, and then all of the
food groups are put together
for a compact and complete
dish.
Some writers say that it is
not fair to describe a torta as a
sandwich, and they put it in a
category by itself. The torta is a
remnant of the brief colonization
by the French in Mexico that
ÄUPZOLK^P[O[OLMHTV\Z)H[[SL
 ;OLYLHYLTHU`KPɈLYLU[[`WLZVMMVVK[OH[L_PZ[
of
Puebla,
which
is celebrated on May 5 (Cinco
in all the countries of the world, some that are
de
Mayo).
Instead
of leaving us with their famous
eaten at home, eaten in restaurants and eaten on
baguette, they adapted to Mexico, and created
the street.
bolillos y teleras, which are crunchy on the outside
Street food has been the topic of many but very soft and airy on the inside. It is said that
studies, and each country and culture has its the torta is the food for lunch. Because it has so
V^U ZPNUPÄJHU[ YLWYLZLU[H[PVUZ :[YLL[ MVVK PZ many ingredients inside, it is also said that the all
KPZ[PUN\PZOLK I` ILPUN X\PJR WVY[HISL ÄSSPUN of the food that the people like were made to be
satisfying and inexpensive. It has to be a food portable.
that people feel familiar with and that forms an
 4L_PJHUZ HYL IVYLK ^P[O ÅH[ ZHUK^PJOLZ VM
intimate part of their culture.
turkey with mayonnaise. The complexity of
In Mexico, the street foods are, among other [OL 4L_PJHU RP[JOLU PZ YLÅLJ[LK PU ZVTL[OPUN
things, stands of quesadillas that are made with as common as fast food. A regular torta has
THU` KPɈLYLU[ ÄSSPUNZ Z\JO HZ T\ZOYVVTZ approximately 10 or more ingredients, which
ZX\HZO ÅV^LY JOLLZL JHJ[\Z [PUNH L[J ;OL include beans, meat (turkey, ham, thin breaded
X\LZHKPSSHZ HYL WYLWHYLK V]LY H ÅHTL VY MYPLK steaks, etc.), cheeses such as Oaxaca, fresh,
Also, there are many taco stands made with manchego, vegetables such as tomatoes,
KPɈLYLU[ÄSSPUNZ[OLTVZ[JVTTVUILPUNWVYRVY avocado, onion, lettuce and chilies. In the
beginning, only cold tortas were made, and
beef. Another example of street food are tortas.
beginning around 1960, hot tortas began to be
Tortas are a complete food by themselves, popular, generally containing melted cheese with
consisting of a roll called bolillo or telera, which is some type of meat, such as chorizo or ham. They
VWLULKZWYLHK^P[OYLMYPLKILHUZHUK[OLUÄSSLK say that the hot torta is found with the other kings
with cheese and/or meats, chilies tomatoes, and queens of sandwiches in the world, such as
cheese steaks, the Uraguayan chivito and the
lettuce, mayonnaise, etc.
hoagie.
The size of the tortas can vary from small and
simple to those which are enormous. I call them
Mexican fast food. An interesting fact about tortas
is that they do not have the connotation that

torta and seasoned with the vegetables that were
not heated. The tortas may be a normal size or
NPHU[[OLSHYNLYZPaLJVU[HPUPUNMV\YVYÄ]LTLH[Z
and sometimes two types of cheese. The one
with the most ingredients is called the Cuban
torta, which has milanesa (bread and fried meat)
and pierna (cooked pork leg, a hotdog, ham,
yellow cheese and quesillo and spices). When
`V\ÄUKH[VY[HPU[OLZ[YLL[KVU»[WHZZ\W[OL
opportunity to eat one! ࡛

9,*07,
 ;VY[HKLTPSHULZH
 IVSPSSVZVY[LSLYHZ
 TPSHULZHZ[OPUIYLHKLKZ[LHR 
which is fried)
 J\WVMYLMYPLKILHUZ
 1HSHWL|VJOPSPLZMYVTHJHU
 :SPJLK^OP[LVUPVU
 :SPJLZVMH]VJHKV
 :SPJLZVM[VTH[V
 :SPJLVWLU[OLIVSPSSVHUKZWYLHK
beans on one of the halves
 (KK[OLTPSHULZH^OPJOPZJ\[
into small squares and put the
condements on top, chiles,
avocado, tomato and onion.
Put on the other half and enjoy.

The hot torta is not entirely hot. The bread with
is spread with butter and heated separately on
a hot plate, and the cheese and meat re-heated
separately. Then everything is put together in the
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